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CHAPTER ONE

In a brief survey of the history of the -oboe, it
is necessary to return to primitive instruments.

It

is impossible to give a definite date at which the oboe
may have originated, but Schwartz, in hi& Story of
Musical Instruments, accepts the period of the Fourth
Dynasty in Egypt, or about 3700 B.c., as the date of
the oldest specimens of the early forms. 1
We also
know of their existence in the Mesopotamian culture of
2800 B.C.

A shrill, double-reed instrument with some

finger-holes is known to have existed in Greece about
1500 B.C., when that civilization was undergoing many
changes, but frequently we omit the example of the oboe
(called flute)(see footnote 4), in the orchestra of
King Nebuchadnezzar, in the early part of the sixth
century.

This Biblical reference is found in the
third chapter of the Book of Daniel. 2
A description of the oboe as given by Curt Sachs

in History

£! Musical Instruments states that

oboes in Egypt were cut from a slender
cane, about two feet long and less
than a ·balf an inch in diameter. They
1H.W.Schwartz, The Storz of Musical Instruments, p.78.
2nan1e1 3:5- 11 That at whattime ye hear the sound of
the cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer,
and all kinds of musick, ye fall down and worship the
golden image that Nebuchadnezzar hath set up!"

2

were always used in pairs, two of them
being tied loosely together in the
mouth and blown simultaneously. The
left one sounded a drone accompanying
the melody produced on the right one.
The drone playing can be inferred from
three facts: the peculiar arrangement
of the players' fingers on the Egyptian
art works: the -present practice in all
other countries, India for example; the
excavation of a pipe with all except
one finger-hole stopped with wax.'
The name of the instrument is taken from the
word aulos, a pipe.4

It should be understood that

when we speak of these instruments we mean members
of the double reed family, not of the flute variety
of wind instruments.

Certainly no flute would be

capable of sounding a war-cry sufficient to call the
ancient Greeks to war with their enemies.

As evi-

dence that the time the oboe generally had two pipes,
there are examples4 known of the player having a
leather strap about his head with two holes at the
mouth through which the instruments might be inserted.
The pipe itself had three and sometimes four fingerholes.

Because of the construction of the bore, the

3curt Sachs, History of Musical Instruments, p.98.
4 However, the Greeks designated by the name of aulos
all wind instruments of the flute and oboe kind, • • •
The single flute was called the monalos, and the
double one dialos. Remarkable is th~ phorbeia, a
bandage of leather tied over the mouth of the
flutist. The pborbeia had two holes into which the

3

overblowing of a note produced the jump of tne fifth
rather than the common octave leap.

At that time

it was possible to play only in those keys in which
it was the rule that semi-tones appear .at the bottom
of the range, in other words, modal worka in the
Dorian, Phrygian, and Mixolydian.
One of the first examples of the conical bore in
the Far East was the very thin, seven plus b hole instruments.

Curt Sachs says the following about this

forerunner of our modern instrument:
The conical oboe or the Far East is
remarkably slim.
Each of its 7 plus
b fingerholea lies in its own individual groove curved around the
pipe and giving it a fluted profile;
the mouthpiece, the lip-supporting
disk and the bell are made of metal. 5
It was this example that had a reed about three inches
in length.
About the fifteenth century we find the family of
'shawms' being referred to in writing.
l~able

The most re-

references to the ah&wm family of instruments

that are known to date are the treatises of Virdung,
tubes were inserted.
It may have served for a twofold purpose; namely, to afford the performer greater
facility in holding the instrument in its proper position, and to increase his power of blowing into the
tube. Carl Engel, Descriptive Catalogue of Musical
Instruments ~ !ill! SOuth Kensj,ngton Museum, p.39.
5curt Sachs, History of Musical Instruments, P• 212.

4

Agricola, Praetoriua, and Mersenne.6

But before

describing the reports or these men, let us look at
the instrument as it generally existed.

It consisted

of a conical bore, narrowest at the upper end and expanding to a trumpet-like bell at the lower extremity.
There were a number or holes bored in the tube.

The

construction of the upper portion ot the instrument
needs some clarification.

The opening at the top of

the shawm was a lily-shaped contrivance (like an upturned bell) into which the reed fitted and projeoted
up above the rim of the bell.

When the player's lips

rested on the rim of the lily-shaped structure, the
reed was entirely··in the mouth ot the player, and the
size of the opening of the reed could be in no controlled.

The sound naturally had the characteristic

wail of the bagpipe, and there was no control of loud .
and soft degrees of tone.

This structure and reed were

called pirouette.
The kuimhorn is another type of blowing apparatus
which has survived.

It is, according to Carse, "a

6virdung, Musica Getutscht, Basel, 1511. Reprint,
Kassel, 1931·
Agricola, Musica Instrumentalis ·
Deutsch, Wittemberg, 1528-32-42-45. Reprint, ~ipzig,
1896.
Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum, Wolffenbuttel,
1619. Reprint, Kassel, 1929.
Mersenne, Harmonie Universelle, Paris, 1636.

5
wooden or ivory case perforated at one end, which completely enclosed the reed and forms a wind-chamber instead of' using the cavity of the mouth as such." 7
Virdung, in 1511, knew of two types of shawms; a
treble, in three sizes, and a tenor or alto which was
pitched a fifth lower.~

The treble had duplicate

little finger-holes, and the tenor a swallow-tail key
and protecting box.

Each is known to have been blown

with a pirouette.
We find the instruments that Agricola knew to be
the same two that Virdung had mentioned in two treatises
of 1528.and 1545.9

The compass of the instrument was

definitely limited in that it ended with the primary
scale {which would have been d) because the

re~d,

(pirouette) was blown in such a way that octave harmonics or higher tones in the harmonic overtone series
could not be produced.
But during the seventeenth century the oboe made
We hav.e Praetorius' word (1619) that
there were seven sizes. 10
The range of the instrument

great strides.

extended to the fourth above the second octave (C - G•')

7Adam Carse, et al., Musical Wind Instruments, P• 121.
8Ibid., P• 123 •
9Ibid., P• 124.
lO!EM!•, P• 123.
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and down to middle C by using four keys.

The follow-

ing chart is taken from Adam Carse 1 s Musical Wind .!!!struments.
Extension
downward by
key . or keys ·or
by little finger hole.

Instrument

Primary
or 6 finfer hole
scale.

Gar klein
discant Schalmey*

Extension
upward by
octave
harmonics.
To

b''~?)

Discant Schalmey
(little finger
hole)

.To d'

e'- e ''

To b ''

Klein Alt Pommer
(one key)

To g

a- a•

To d"

Tenor Pommer
Nicolo (one key)

To c

d- d'

To g'

Tenor Pommer
Basset (four keys)

To G

d- d'

To g'

Bass Pommer
(four keys)

To 0

G - g

To c

Gross bass, Pommer
(four keys)

To F

c - c

To f

I

*All of these are sounded with a pirouette.

According to Mersenne, there were two types of
shawms.

One named the Hautbois

other Hautbois.

~

Poitou and the

These seem to have been in the form

of a treble instrument (three sizea); the tenor size
with only one key or a bass with four keys.

It is in

1

the reference of Mersenne that we find indications of'
the origin of the idea that the oboe itself came ~rom
France. 11
The treble hautboia seems to have been a
more advanced instrument than the others
istence.

alre~

in ex-

It was the first generally used instrument

that did not employ the pirouette, and the reed must
have been held by the lips.

It is recorded that there

were eight finger-holes and two pairs of tuning holes.
At this point it might be best to explain the
principle of tuning holes.

One of the unusual features

of the sbawm family that also appeared in the eighteenth
century instruments was the boring ot holes, varying
from two to six, below the finger-holes (almost on the
bell of the
the fingers.

inst~ent)

'

definitely out of the reach of

Several · authorities have stated that the

only function that these holes might have served would
have been tor tuning purposes, either of pitch adjustment (entire instrument) or tuning of the instrument
(individual notes). 12
We have the word of Adam Carse
that these could not have, (as has been suggested) . been
closed by the players' kneea.l3
these were plugged with cork.

Schwartz tells us that
The number that were

llAdam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, P• 125.
12Ib1d., p. 123.
13H.W.Schwartz , Story 2f Musical Instruments, p.JOO
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stopped would be determined by the key signature.
Now to come back to the instrument at the time of
Mersenne; as has been aaid, the instrument had two
tuning holes (the most common number).

The eight

finger-holes must have been controlled by using the
little fingers in addition to the other fingers.

The

fact that this is the first instrument to resemble the
one in use today lead& us to believe that is the instrument from which our modern oboe has evolved.
The period following Praetorius and Mersenne has
left us no such complete descriptive account, and the
continuity of the evolution (of our knowledge thereof)
has suffered considerably. .
tions at this point.

We must make some assump-

To date, no recorded woodwind

treatise gives the information that we would need, to
make a reasonably complete history of the woodwind family.

We know that the old cylindrical flute underwent

great physical change after Mersenne had written in
1636 on the

woodwi~d

situation at that time.

Perhaps

it was at the same time, place, and even by the same
hands that the oboe, keyed and jointed, emerged ready
to assume its prominent place in the woodwind section
of the orchestra of the late seventeenth century.

A

deduction that seems rather apparent from the nature of

9

the music involved would indicate that the older more
coarse forms of shawms

~aded

into the background when

composers such as Purcell, Scarlatti, and Lulli were
writing for two oboes, in opera and ballet. 14
The average layman fails to· realize that when reference to the tone of the oboe is made, that it is the
reed which is responsible for either the pleasurable
quality or· harsh, unpleasant sound.

We realize that

the crude, poorly bound together pieces of bamboo of
the seventeenth century differ greatly from the highly
artistic, silk-bound reed of today.

We must also try

to understand the corresponding quality of tone of
these two eo different reeda.

Because of the substance

of the cane, we do not have examples older than the last
150 to 200 years.

Instruments themselves have with-

stood the effects of time, although there were few interested collectors before the nineteenth century who
preserved copies in collections.

All of the pirouettes,

forms of wind caps, ivory box chambers, etc., disappeared at the period in the seventeenth century when we had
no reliable records to tell of further developments.
The swallow-tail key remained throughout the century as
a trace of the older shawms, although half of it was
1422· cit., P• 125.
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not used after the middle of the eighteenth century. 15
There were few changes in the oboe of the
eighteenth century that were not introduced in the preceding century.

Sometime within the seventeenth cen-

tury, the players in Germany adopted the name hoboe;
those in the Netherlands and England, oboe; and those
in France the name of hautbois (meaning high wood).
The name change quite ·conveniently coincided with the
development from the shawm to the oboe.l6
The examples of the early eighteenth cen.t ury are
quite scarce, but the later part of the century has lett

us a large supply.

It is thought that the oldest ex-

ample is the specimen in the Berlin collection,
No. 2933. 17
We recognize the instrument of the early
part of the century to have the following characteristics.

It was made in three pieces;- of boxwood, ebony

or silver, with keys of silver or brass.

Ivory is

known to have been used occasionally and toward the end
or the century pewter was used in some instances.
Adam Carse says that
ivory ferrules usually go with the
boxwood instruments, but the more
costly instruments of ebony or ivory
l5QE.

16QE.

ill·,

P• 130. ,

£11.,

P• 129.

17An example of the boxwood oboe of the seventeenth cen-

ll
are often provided with silver keys
and ferrules. The key covers are
usually round, more rarely square,
and octagonal only on the later oboes.
They are mounted in two wooden rings,
turned Qn the lower end of the middlepiece.lts
The oboe has always been considered an instrument in c because it is non-transposing, but that does
not alter the fact that its basic scale is D Major.
It is similar to our modern flute in this respect.

By

the uncovering of each hole from the bottom up we get
successive tones of the scale.

A rather hard thing

to explain about some of the early examples is the presence of two extra keys.

These appeared on the left and

right hand sides of the lower joint of the instrument.
This means that there was the possibility of using either
hand on the upper joint of the instrument.

After the

middle of the century this practice died out, and we have
the situation that we find conventional today, the left
hand controlling the upper joint and the right hand

tak~

ing the lower with its assortment of keys for the little
fingers.

The swallow-tail key did not disappear as

tury is found in H.W.Schwartz, "~Story of Musical
Instruments, opposite page 91. It is an example from
a collection of c. G. Conn, Ltd., Elkhart, Indiana.
18
QE.

ill•,

P• 130.
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soon as the alternating of hands on the upper section,
and examples for quite a period of time continued to
have this typical ahawm mechanism.
The upper section of the oboe had three note-holes,
and the lower of theae was composed of two very small
holes, close together so that either one or two of them
could be closed by the third left finger.

When only

one of them was covered, the note would G#, in contrast
to the G which was sounded when both were covered.

On

the lower section there were three finger holes, in addl tion to two extra keys to be controlled by the little
finger.

The characteristic two tuning holes were prod-

ucts of the late eighteenth century also.

They gener-

ally were located three and a half to four inches from
the bottom of the bell.

From these holes we get the

low C on the oboe, but we must realize that these can not
be closed or we will get the low b to sound through the
bell.

This can be demonstrated with our modern instru-

ment.
It is recorded that during the eighteenth century
interchangeable upper pieces were used to suit the pitches

then in use.l9
Some of the characteristic marks of that time were

19Q:Q. cit., p. 130.
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a funnel-shaped profile at the top end (a remnant of
old pirouette), a cylindrical lower end of the bell
rather than the conical form, and a pair of turned rings
on the bell joint - one above and the other below the
tuning holes.

A feature that became more prominent

through the century was the swelling on the outer surface of the upper portion of the instrument (about one
inch from the top).

This increased in size until it be-

came onion-like in appearance,

This remained until

nearly the middle or the last century, as well as the
change on the interior surfaoe of the bell (slight incurve).
Some of the centers of instrument making at that
period were Paris, Nurenburg, Milan, London, Brussels,
Bale, Newark, and Dresden.

A representative list of some of the makers is as
rollows:
Denner
Anciuli
Stanesby
Bizey
Hotteterre
Rottenburgh
Williams
Schlegel
Cahusac
T. Lot
Goulding
Milhouse
Grenser

{Nurenburg)
(1-lilan)

(London)
(Paris)
(Paris)
{Brussels)
(Brussels)
(Bale)

(London)
{Paris)
(London)
(Newark)
(Dresden)

14
Grundmann
Delusse
Horman
Tuerlinck

(Dresden)
(Paris)

(Rostenb~~)

(Malines)

In Georg Kinsky A History 2! Music in Pictures, 2 1
~e

find a picture of an oboe of ivory by Anciuti, of

Milan, that is found in the Germanic Museum, Nuremberg.
Also in the same book there is a photograph of an alto
oboe from J. Denner (the son) that may be found in the
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
To go into the instrument in more detail, we usually find that the holes in the

lo~er

joint of the oboe

were larger than those of the upper section.
the upper two
direction,

~ere

Also,

sometimes bored in a slightly upward

according to Carse, the pair for the
left hand third finger incline to turn downward. 22
~hilet

According to a fingering chart of Eisel (1738), C
played

~ith

was

all finger holes open rather than with the

low C key closed.

It would seem that the Eisel choice

would produce a lowered D rather than a true ~. 2 3
At this time the compass of the oboe extended up to
20This list has been compiled from source materials that
include Schwartz, Carse, Ge1ringer, Bessaroboff, and
Grove.
2lp. 245, illustrations 4 & 8.
22Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, p. 130.
23 Ibid., P• 131. .
----

15
two octave.&, all. degreea of which could be reached
cbromatiQallJ

excep~

the low

This could be ob- ·

c;lf.

tained by half closing the C key (little finger, right
hand).
The reed situation

Wfl&

probably as difficult to

manage in that century . as in our own, although through
pictures and drawings we -have come to think of it as
being more aimilar to a bassoon

~eed.

.Certainly in

size it more closely resembles tpe larger reed, and
from the crude forms that have been passed down to us,
one cannot help but imagine that the tone must have
been quite harsh.
One

o~

the few authoritative statements about qual-

ity of tone comes from Junker, which describes it aa
being suitable for the expression of "soft, tender, and
mildly sad feelings" ~ 24 · . Since many people today can
think of no more appropriate word than 'plaintive' to
describe the oboe, it would be futile and without value
to make any assumptions about so intangible a subject.
As has been said earlier~ the nature and materials
of the reed are such that we have no examples earlier
than the last 150 to 200 years.
of Grove's Dictionary g!

Music~

In the 1925 edition
Musicians ·we find a

.
.
.
24c.L.Junker, Musikalischer Almanack, 1782. The quotation ot Junker appears in Adam Carse, Musical Wind
Instrtiments.
·
-
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cut of a reed brought to this country in 1823, and used
by the oboist who acoompanied Rossini on his first visit
to this country.25
The foregoing statements regarding the eighteenth
century instrument have been gleaned from many sources,
one of the more important _being fingering charts and
diagrams . sbowing mostly the two-keyed oboe.

The finger-

taken from the following instruction books:

i~were

1707

Hotteterre (range encompassed middle C
to D - three octaves)

1731

The Modern Musick Master {C' to C''')

1738

Eisel (C' -c ''')

1750

The Compleat Tutor (C'- c•'')

1754

The Muses' Delight (C'- C''')

1754

Minguet (Spanish) (C ' - D''')

cl800

New and Complete Instructions (C '- D''')

cl808

The Compleat Tutor (C'- n·'") 2 6

Various source materials state that the instruments
of that time were inclined to be weighty and awkward.
From this we can only assume that they were heavier than
today..

This difference in weight undoubtedly arises

from the difference in materials, as used then and now.
Geir1nger makes the statement that The Complete Tutor,
25H.O .Calle•,

ctrove!!:a Dictionary ~ Music and Musicians,

1925.
- .
26Q2. ~., P• 132.
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in 1808, teaches its pupils the management
ot practically the same instrument as that
used by Hatteterre in 1708 • • • • • it

looked as though the instrument had regressed, by surrendering one of its three
keys; but actually there was no real change.

The key surrendered was the D that could be played f'rom
either side of the instrument. 27
One of the interesting facts that seems worthy of'
being mentioned is
of composers

t~e

tow~

apparently contented attitude

the obo.e of two k•ys.

-While the

oboists played on the two-keyed instrument, the f'lut.iats
were merrily playi_n g on their one-keyed flute..

Accord-

ing to Carse, "Their life work was to play _on it and
their duty was to cover up its faults
with all the skill
. . . ..
at their command". 2 8
One of the recorded instances of solo oboe playing
appears in Parke's Musical Memoirs (1830), telling of'
the perf'ormance b.Y the famous oboist Fischer of
"Celebrated Rondot' at Vauxhall Gardena.

~is

It was said

that "the tone was soft and sweet, bis style expressive,
and h1s execution was at once neat and brilliant11 • 2 9
Any oboist would be quite pleased, in our time, to have
such a compliment offered.
2 7Geir1nger, Karl, Musical Instruments (translated by
Bernard Miall) •
28QR. ill•, P• 133.
29Q!!. ill·' p. 134.
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And now we must
on the continent.

~urn

our attention to cqnditions

At the opening of the Baroque

period all of the arts underwent many changes.

Vocal

music was retained more in its previous form than any
other, but tne
within it. .

instrumenta~

At that

_ tim~

field had much change

everything was in the process

of expanding; the range of musical compass and an inr~sulting

creased dynamic range,

in the expression of a

We do know the woodwinds

larger gamut of feelings.

were able to adjust quickly to the demands, and we find
the oboe is no longer the
period.

o~e-piece

tube of the earlier

It has now become a two or three-joint instru-

ment that may be adjusted for tuping purposes by other
means· than the use of the tuning holes found _on models
before this time.
According to C:urt Sachs the term
applied only to the __ instrumept

a~

11

oboe 11 can be

it developed in the

late seventeent~ century from the older shawms.3°
ing the period ·from 1660 to 1760 the instrument had a
slim, conical bore
being twice that of

wit~ th~
t~e

diameter at the lower end

upper end.

There were two

middle finger-holes that pe.rD11tte<t the player to stop
either one or bo.t h

~f

the holes

~d

therefore increase

30History_.Q.f..Mus1cal Instruments, p •. 382-3.
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the range and accuracy of the t, t#, g, and g#.

There

was an extra key for the little finger that increased
the range to middle c.

The D key was manipulated by

either the left or right little finger (depending upon
which hand was placed . on the · upper joint).

It was tor

this type of oboe that Handel wrote his sonatas and
concerto gross!.
According to available reso.urces, we know that
George Frederick Handel (1685-1759) wrote prolifically
for many combinations of instruments.

Contemporary

theorists tell us that he composed the following works
for oboe: six hautbois concerti, six sonatas for hautbois
and harpsichord, and three sonatas for two hautbois and
harpsichord.31

For other instruments such a list of

compositions would be most insignificant, but for the
oboe, it must be considered a wealth of literature.
Prior to that time only a few compositions had been
written for strings and oboe, and there were a few contemporaries of Handel who were also writing.

The major

writers in Handel's time were Telemann, Matheson, and
Quantz.·
Perhaps one of the reasons why we do not hear more
of the small ensemble music of Handel is that · some of
3lGrove, Dictionary of Music ~Musicians, II, 292.

20

the beauty is lost in the substituting

o~

a piano for

the harpsichord that was used in Handel'a· time.

None

of the accompaniments ·· Of the sonatas demand · anything
more than a steady, chordal structUre to support the
lyrical., melodic line ot the sG>lo ·1nstrument.
be very interesting to compare the ·manuscript

It woUld
o~

Handel

with some of the aTailable· editions to see how we have
altered the original :· 6olllposition.

'!'here are modern

editions of Telemann'a· sonatas which have preserved the
figured · bass, and at the same time -completely writing
out the indicated notes.
Undoubtedly, Handel · was one of the first to capitalize on the somber, penetrating· tone of the oboe.

In

each of his sonatas, the adagio movement has used to the
maximum a flowing melodic line, with the accustomed harmonic· structure in the ·accompaniment.

Segments of the

sonatas in c minor; BIP major, and F major are quoted in
ExBJiple 1-.
Regarding technical difficulty, it seems that the
modern instrument has· overcome the hardships of awkWard
leaps that must have been encountered. · An observation
that any enthusiast about oboe literature could not miss
would be, that all · of Handel's oboe works were written
in flat keys.

.·

In the same period Telemann wrote sonatas
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1n the key a or s·. minor, F major and even om in a ainor
key.

That is probably the only limitation that is

clearly indicated in tbe. eighteenth century.
reasons behind this are that the

The

was produced by a

.B~

combination of the bored holes, the EtJ. was obtained by
use of the Dif key, and 'lfhe Ab waa ..a :.eover1ne; of only one
of the two tiny ._holes governil:lf)
position that required _. the
because that note is

~he

u~e

open

. ~Q.e

..G }lple.

Even a -oom-

of a D 1=1 could. be performed,
to~~ - on

the

inst~ument.

There waa little wr1 t1;,en in _key a other than B ·'=' · and
Eb

~

Because of Barret's and_Trie~erts' improvements

in the mechanism, ;·and the makt,ng possible .e>f

m~ny

alter-

nate fingerings, we recogniz, the.se ,1forks as background
material in the literature of the oboe, but consider it
to be rather .elementary.32
Occasionally we have reason to wonder whether the
oboist· or Handel's day took

br•at~e

through his nose, or

relied upon breathing_through the mouth, at the end of
phrases, (or possibly more .convenient places).

Fre-

quently in· the alJ..egro movements we -find almost unbearably. long passages . dur1ng .whlch there .is no opportunity
to snatch a breath, (or more .accurately 1 expel the air
so that a tresh br.eath of oxygen may be admitted to the
3 2 Grove, D1ct1onau ,2!._Mus1c .!!!,4 Mus1ciana, Vol. III,

P• 675, _!h1rd Edition.
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lungs) without omitting a beat or fraction .of a beat

or course, 1 t may always be

:from the wr1tten. part.

remedied, quite unaatistactorily, by the· performer exercising liberty and suiting the phrasing and breathing to
his own ability.
Handel' s day.

Perhaps that vas the method used· 1n
Prior to that time

piroue~tes

had con-

trolled the breathing problem, but after the seTenteenth.
century the present form · of reed came into use.
slight amount of air -can be

emit~ed

A

from the nose while

playing upon the oboe, but I cannot agree with Mr. Thomas
J . Byrne of the Detroit ·sYmphony, who states that the

oboist can riva.1 the clarinettist and :flutist in playing
extended paasages~33

His contention seems to be that we

can constantlj breathe through the nose without aut:fering
any bad consequenee or impairing the music which we are
performing.-

·persona117 I feel that physical gymnastics

have no place in the •performance of the great music, unless there is no other,: means of performing what the · composer has conveyed to the player through the use of the
printed score.

: since ·the simultabeoua emission of air

through the nose · and the mouth is contrary to natural
phenomenon, I feel that the use of it. . should be reserved
for cases of neceaaitt• ·'
33H.W.Schwartz, Story of -Musical Instruments, P• 104.
See Illustration No • . l.
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On the _other side of the ledger is the fear as to
what will happen if that practice is not employed in an
extended passage.
as long

~·

After the player has held his breath

feasible

p~us

a while longer, there are un-

fortunate happenings. . If the player bas high blood
pressure, very unfortunate signs will appear.

As I re-

call having heard Deems Taylor explain some three or four
years ago, the combination of too long-sustained blowing
and high blood pressure has brought about the belief
that oboe players go crazy in a short time.

For some

time my answer to that statement baa been that I believe
the individual was "crazy" before starting, and that it
was too late for anything to be
the instruaent in the face

ot.

~one.

To elect to play

all obstacles pre-supposes

a state of "abnormality!"
To ·r eturn to Handel and his treatment of

brea~hing,

I would like to use aa illustration the last allegro
movement of his B Sonata as an example of an almost 1mpossible situation •. See Example 2.
One of the most important contributions to the
literature of the oboe in the eighteenth century is the
work of Mozart.

Excerpts from his Quartet No. 30 (for

oboe, violin, viola, and vio11ncello) and the Concerto
in E » are quoted here. .

See Example 3.
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Example 1 •.

,.

.

A. Handel, Sonata I, c minor
·Adagio, first movement
Adagio, third movement

s minor
Largetto, first movement
Adagio, third movement

B. Handel, Sonate II,

C. Handel, Sonate III, F Major
Adagio, first movement
Largo, third movement
Exam:;?le 2.
A. Hanctel, Sonata IJ;.

Allegro, fourth movement

Example 3.
A. Mozart Quartet :No. 30 in F IJ(1 jor for

Oboe, Violin, Viola and Violoncello
Adagio, second movement
B. 1-lo zart Quartet, a arne as in A.

Allegro, third movement

C. ·1·1 ozart Concerto in E b Uajor for Oboe and Piano
Allegro moderato, first movement (starting
measure 83)
Allegro moderatol first movement (starting .
..
m.eaa,ure 136 J
D. Mozart Concerto in EbNajor
Romanze, second movement

~Ah;/er~·
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.

!be development of the oboe during
..' .
·. . the nineteenth .century· was such . as
to make it all but the equal of the
. flute.
No lleW' .Jilethoda , ot con• true.;.
tion were adopted; the improvements
introduced consisted m~inly of
adaptations of Boehm'a~ devices to
tTut ..reed 1Datrument • .-~ : · EYeil b•fo:re .
1800, Grundmann and Grenser of Dresd-D•'·began . to· .exper1aent.. with. the
·
oboe, fitting 1t with keys in order
to·:obta1n · the: chromatic scale.
During the first quarter of the nineuhntb. cen-t.urr . the · number or· keys . vas
rapidly inc-reased until there were ten.
·. · About 1825•··the leading , maker vas the
Viennese Koch, who was guided by the
,, • a4v1ce ·of the- celebrated oboe-player
Sellner.
The instrument was con•'antly improved, and by· 1840 . the
number or keys had increased to fourteen. .. But now the example of · Boehm • s
flute began to influence the oboe.2
_;

.._.

:',;:

Geiringer goes further to _say that the culmination
of the efforts of the French makers was reached in the
·. •

\i .

. .

.

:

~

.

1 "The principles of. the flute originally invented by

CaptainGordon ·of .Cbarles· the .Tenth's Swiss· Guards and
introduced by Theobald Boehm (Uber den Flotenbau and
die neust&Jl Verbeasertm8en, ·.-.inz,· 1847) in his new · ·
flute, constructed in 1832, were principal¥, (1) that
each note~ should speak independently out of a single
hole, as though the remainder of the bore were entirely
cut. off; (2) that all keys in their position of rest
should be permanently open. . He also aimed at equalizing· tha difficulty of ·.the different key
some or
which on _j;l).e older fluted were notoriously inconvenient
and ~11 but impractible.
George Grove, Grove's DictiO!l!£1 .2,.t.. Music . ~ Musicians, II.• . p,. 67.
_ .
2Karl Geiripger; Musical· Instruments - Their History 1B
Western Culture fromthe Stone As! to ~ Present, P• 265.

a·•
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instrUDJent that ··waa mue about 1880.

The Paris · Oon- ·

servat.o1r .model with .a com-pass of b-A3 b&a never···been
excelled.·

:.We sh&J.l discuss · that contention later, but

at preaent. the prebleJIS of· the mechanism -need our attention.
According to Sschvartz, :lf.fter. ·1800, when ·the -instrument had f'1Te keys,

~the

makers seemed to think that if

a f'ew keys helpe& the instrument, a lot would make it
nearly pel'!fect."3 · . And from t..hat· situation in the early
n1neteenthc·,cen't-UI"1 ve · f!ind a f'ourteen-key i-nstrumen-t -·
common aooa ·after 1850.:.. :In 1832 liheri ·:Men<felssobxi wrote

"A MidsUDIJier Night's Dream" we find that :'he demands ·a
low Bb. Exaple No. 1.

Since the key--·to ·produce that

. note was t.he. last t.o· be added

.t,o.

the moder'J:l instrmaent,

we realize: ·- tbat ·by ttiat time the oboe bad ·p rae,t ically
reached ita· present' form.

. We :'cannot :rail to recognize

that the last century bas made great strides toward perfecting what was then a very faulty system or intonation.
Berlioz' treatise,

MOde~n

Instrumentation and Orchestra-

tion, publ1shed1n 1848, · mentions the use of the low B
also.4
Ref'ut1ng the statement that the Boehm system was .
3H.W.Schwartz, Storz g! Music~l Instruments, P• 100.
4 Ibid., P• ·100.
. . . ..
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•

adapted to -the obOe, •• ··have the at_a tement of .·Schwartz
that the

1natruaeQ~

upo• which Triebert and Barret

worked was not simUarJ·, in fact, that when an oboe
adapted to t;b.e Boeblt system was ·devel•ped in 1850, "it
waa a complete failure."5

It baa been the general

consensus of opinion, however, that the . rudimentary
changes brought about are generally in use in our modern
oboe.
One ot the earliest additions in the nineteenth
century vaa that of the octave key.

Previously lll&D1

difficulties had been encountered in the overblowing
pro.c ess to obtain upper partials ef the harmonic aeries.
According .to Percy Scholes, the oboe e>verblows at the
octave because of being conical, and employs single
tonguing because of the position in the mouth. 6
The oc.
.
.
:·'
tave key has been traditionally operated by the thumb of
:.·

the left b.e.nd, or on some oecaaions 'Qy .. the. left . first
finger.
Some of the other keys that were ,found on the early
nineteenth century instrument were as follows:

a closed

G key that was controlled by the . . left little finger, a
closed F# key operated by the right hand little finger,

5rb1d., p. 101.
6oxford Companion to Music, p. 624.
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and a closed. key for. t.h& . C~ that- bad always been with-

out a. pla~e.

-.

This · last note had preY1ously been pro-

duced .by blowing t.he·: open., tone .on the instrument.
this last . key. appeared:, the

swallow•~

When

ail key, that. had

partiallJ. f.allen into disuse earlier, disappeared completely.

· Some addi Uons tba t _. came soon a:fter the open-

ing of the.:, century ver& ·.t he. closed cross. key for F
natural, that was -. also developed to suit the needs .of
the flute·-at that ti11e 1 and a · cloaed B.ll7 key that sometimes .waa.--worked bJ left thumb and later was . allotted to
the r1ght.·.t irst fil!lger. ··

Lastly, a · plate (making it a

closed keJ) was added for the right first finger that
: ·

when

clo~_ produeed

the adjoining upper C natural.

Concerning,?this topi.c , · Adam -Carse says: - ·
~::

'

!bus an oboe made in. the firs.t twenty
years of the nineteenth century might
be- prQvided with f'rom . two to ni,ae keys.
T~e tuning was adjusted either by using
alternate Joints or by means of a longer ·or aborter staple • .· Yet ·another important development of the first quarter
of the nineteenth was the long-shanked
open key covering a hole in the bell
Joint, situated Just where one of the
tuning holes had been hitherto bored.
When .t his . is closed, it sound B natural
and an extra semi-tone was added to the
downward compass of the. o'boe.7 ·
With this, al.l tuning.- holes . disappeared exoept on the
7xua1cal

!!BS Instruments, p. 135.
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German obo,s -, · where one . was retained.. . The low B
been workecl . fir.st by
Kocb oboes,

~u~

t.}J.e

~d

lef't. _thumb:, a&l , on the Sellner-

•1nce :tb1s. arrangement

· waa · i~eonven1ent,

control waJJ transrerr•d to the little finger of the.··'·
left han4. ~- -;

.. .

. .. .

· ·

One of:- .- the trace&; of the .ol4ttr
reaa1Ded t.tr· a -while
was the

tw~

eve~ . ~~er

.t"Wt

~~1ly

-G$-

' · .. ·.

or

qhaWIIll

that

key was added

holee rorthe third f'iBger of the lett ·ha.Jld.

It was one 19f the

devel~pm~ats

that- was retained for· some

time a.ttel",- 1t . ha4, loat. ita usefulness 1 even until the
last

or

t~ ..

ntneteenth . . century, in some cases.

With all or the above-. keya ..the · oboe
became an instrument with fifteen
.a..te holes, of which nine were controlled by keys, and ·six were fing~r-boles.
The . new form of the oc- . ·
tave key added a sixteenth hole.
'l-e nine . lower -Pllttced keys were constructed in such a way that the
nat\,\ral .. pQsition was .tbat of , standing open.9
.

.

As new keys were added, they were mounted at first
in wooden blocks, but later in metal saddles.

In cases

of adding keys to the eighteenth century instruments, it
was "usually done by mounting the new keys in saddles or
even on pillars, but instances do occur of neatly added
blocks fitted on the surface
.. I

~·..£ll• ,-

P•. 135.

9tb1d., P• i35 •
10~., P• 136 •

or

the old wooden tube -. 1110
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About 1825, the most adTaliced ed beat equipped oboes
were probably being made ' by the Viennese maker Koch. and
were being played by Sellner, repUtedly one of the most
expert oboe :players ot· all time.

In &d.dition to the

nine keys and achleftklappe (slurring key - usually
worked by the left ·thWilb, oecaeionally

by the left first

finger) the team of ·Sellner-Koch added' two levers to
work the Bl, 'key (left thUIIb) ' and·· !I' ·natural (extended key
over existing left litt-le tiliger. keya).~ alld a w:J key
for the little finger -'of· the

lett~·· hand.

This key ·made

an ·alternate finger poaaible, using the little finger
of either the htft ' or· right hah4~ depending upon the
notes preceding or following the· given note.

A tuning

slide was· also used -at the top ot; this instrument.
The instrument just ·descr1bed is the one for which
Sellner wrote his· TUtor; that -tias published· :tn 1825, a.n4
translated into French and · · Italian. · ·.
In view of the development of the oboe as we usually think of it, giving much credit to the French mainly because of prominence of the Boehia improvements, it·
is hard to· realize that at· the middle of this century
the German ' oboe vas leading in develop•ent.

Many ·· French

were content to retain· their two or four-keyed oboes,
probably. with the thought that it would be best to leave
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well enough alone. 11:

~be feel1ng . of d1atrust . 1s ·

prevalent even in our t.vent1eth .century culture when
perforiQers choose ,to relJ upon ·l eas oompl.ex styled instru:atent.a, .offering .the argument that . a few well controlled and useful key adjustments are of more value
than a lot of- extra meohania_m that·. :would get out of adjustment. ·. Regardless of this · there can. be no queat.1on
as to the greatness ot the aontr1but1ona of the leading
oboe makera- of all t11le, Triebert, Barret, _and Loree.
They

certa~nly

deserve

-~he

high reputation which the.J

have earne4 for themselves.
Some Qf the general physical characteristics of the
oboe in the nineteenth

oentury. - we~e

the material& used

in their construction, types. of· r~eds . used, etc.
frequently, during the

~irst

Most

halt· of· the century, oboes

were made of _boxwood,: with ivory :rerrules and flat keys.
The inf-luence of the_ eighteenth century remained in the
outcurve of, the exterior of the bell and the -1ncurve of
the bore.
Some
by the

ot Boebll's improvements were gradually adopted

ot~r

woodwin4 instruments

the flute in 1832.

-.f'~er

their advent on

Some of these were cupped keys with

stuffed pads rather than the flat keys, pillar mounts and
~

.

.

.

llAdam Carse,. Musfcal Wind Instrument&-,.. p. 136.
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ring keys, ·,anct.. rod-&Xl.ea.l2

. xoet ·. o! these had been

incorporatK::lnto. the.r other woodwind• by 1840.
' ·~·-

· . :··

· .,. ·

i · · ·t

r · ·.

•

Now

··

all or these teat.urea· ewe integral pa,rt,a or the con.

·· r

struction or all oboes, but they were great improvementa when first

One of the few improvements

used~

.-

.
'

'•

.

since then has been the adoption of the hair spring.
'.

.

We ~we a debt of gratitude to the teacher Bro~13
.

,,

,

I

.

who, realizing the difficulty one of his students was
having trying- to half close the finger hole for the
first finger of the left hand, invented a plate that
..

~

..
·..

would extend parallel with the instrument proper and

..

close the half of the first hole, as the newest fingering or

tb8.~ c~.l4

It was one or the most complex

mechanisms of the instrument, and even yet remains a
bugbear for the oboi·st., regardless of how proficient he
may be.

Nonetheles•·; we must · :recognize the improvement

over the old system.
According to Carse,
both forms of the old F.# .key (cross
and longitudinal) were abolished
when two ring keys were added over
the E and F:tf holes, and small F
keys were attached. to· .t he·.axle-rod;
this device simplified the finger-

12.21!. ill·--,

136 •
13Brod, Henri: Taught oboe at Paris Conservatoire during_1830'·s; shared first oboe desk with Vogt in opera
and concerts.
14Ibid., P•
p•
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iag .for tbe second and third finger,
right hand and retained old fork
fingering :for F natural.
Bo.t h ot
these improvements were embodied in
tnatrument.s made for . ~. middle ot
the nineteenth centuri~~5
Some of the materials used in later parts of the
century were cocusvood,. pearwood, rosewood, and ebony.
Later ebonite was used, and metal has been used unsuccessfully for quite some time.
I

Usually the argu-

'

.

...

ment for metal oboes bas taken the argument that chil"'

.;

I ~ '·

'

.

dren are not able :.tc properly take ··~ care or an ebony or
.

;

' ·'

wood instrument w1th ·1ts delicate properties.and minute
~

.

: .

adjustment.
A

~

partial list of makers. or ·the instrument would

include those listed by Adam Carse&
D'Almaine {London)
Goodlad
(London)
Grenaer ·H. (Dresden) : ..
Golde
(Dresden) .
Koch
{Vienna)
Ziegler
{Vienna)
Tuerlinck . (.Maline s) ..
Brod
(Paris)
Buffet
. (Paris~.
Triebert · ··{Paris
Marno
{Milan
Plana . .
. {Milan 16
One of the greatest was omitted from this list, namely,
the great oboist Barret.

Some or his work was done in
. ····

l~Qe. c1 t. , . p. 137.
1 !2,!g.,
-

P• 138 •
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cooperation with Tr1ebert, however, many authorities
credit him with Terry great contributions.
'

Grove's

._,, I

Dictionary ot ·.Muaic
'and Music1ana lists ·the following
.
.
'.

contributions ··of
1~

Bar~et•

, Introducti-on of a plate for the

left band :thumb, :somevbat similar to that on modern flutes by
which this ..membe:r, .formerly idle,
is called , into action. ·

2. The .: double automatic octave keys.

l•

A vast. number of double, triple,
and eveD .quadruple alternative

fingering•·' for certain · note a, ·
which mater1ally .rec1uce the mechanical : dt{ticult~ o~ .i~ in~o~vemient
paaaagea • . 7 .
. _
..
Havins already
;

\ ~

-

'

.'.

'mentioned·~· the

.

-a4d1 tion of the various

.

keys individually, here followa a summary of the situai. .

t1on from 1840-1880 . quoted ·from Adam . Carse. · - ·
...... . ..

:·

(a) The · right little finger keys are

made; to. work en rod-axl.ea, i:&nd
are grouped .as .1s now customary,
with the ~ wound fingerplate or
the C # key in the middle •
.. .

(b)

A shake key for d' (and later for

dl') works on a rod-axle.

(e) The left little tinger·keys are

.

made to work on one rod-axle •
·-

.!

(d) The second octave key (used from
a '' ) ia added. '
(e) The upper B ~ - and C natural holes

17III, P• 419.
•
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are placed in line with the
other nQte-holes along the top
ot the tube; and both keys work
on a common rod-axle controlled
by a -single finger plate 'tor
right first finger. (The Barret
action)• ·
·

(t) A thumb plate for the -left thumb

is added; the plate duplicates
the action of the right tirst
finger, but in the reverse direction as it opens the upper B · and
C keys when the thumb plate is released.
'

(g) The instrument is lengthened and
an additional note bole is added
lower down on the bell-joint; this
hole is controlled by an open key,
worked by the left little finger
and sounds low B flat when this
hole is closed.
'rhus another
semi-tone is added to the downward
compass of the·oboe.
(h) The Conservatoire Model. . By means
of a connecting rod-axle the first
and second and third fingers of the
right hand have control of the upper
B and C keys.
The action of the
F natural and GP keys are duplicated
respectively by tbe ·lett little fin~
ger and the right first f~nger. The
second octave key works automatically. 1 8
At the end of the last century, the German instrument makers had quite completely adopted the finer
changes in mechanism and were beginning to rival the more
progressive French style.

The Germans had accepted the

ring keys, rod-axles, needle springs .. and other mechani-

cal abangea
• ..
.
.
. ··-, .•.
After ..188Q, in .Franoe the ()boe remaine:tt under the
tutelage. of
~

l.Dre~,
~
.
.· ·: ;.

..:

~

succeed.a
TJ>ieber:t,
.
. . .
. . with the
.

assistance of. the no,ted
teacher
and performer, Gillet .19
.
.
.

han~_. . J.ittle:.

Many

to some

key

i.~flt,:rument.a,

mechanism~ .

Wflre. _devised

$.dded

but none of the additional keys

gain•~ ..univ.era&,l ~ecognit.j.on • . ..

have

~d

. The . instrument each

performer
,one
he
feels suits his in..
..~es
.
. is the.
.
""
.which..
.
•.
dividual

~eds.

.. Extr,a keys might in some cases hamper

the player. :rather
Let
who

t~

~ . consider

were , "~~ting

viewe~ it-~.

See

.serve as an aid.

the instrument, as the composers

for it during this century might have
Ex~W,ple

1.

We can
. the. development of the oboe
... attempt.· to trace
.
:

along

n~tio~al . line~,

~ltbough

the value .of this is some-

what quest4.onable. . Throust:>- study of typical examples
of the German school, possibly represented by Grenser of
Dresden

o~

Grundmann aloJl6&ide one of the models by Lot

or Delusse ·of Paris, some rather striking things would
be notic,able.

First, the . o~ncentration of the two

nations waa on entirell different matters.

The French

have tocu~Jed attention upon. · th~ finer points of the
l9Gillet, . s~eat~:st · ~ontempor.~ P.rrormer on oboe •..
Known . for his unusual .techn.1que and skill.

. ( f
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mec~1sm,

mainly the precise measurement of the bore

of th8 iutrullent and t.he minute meaaurements of the
note-holes.

Real1z1ng·tbat

th1a~appl1es

to fraetiona

of m11l1metera, it ia easy to see that vith the Freneh
'

it bas become a science requiring.& very high degree of
skill in.construction.

It has 'been . said that the nerve-

center of the oboe ia r1n the· 'reed and the aoul is in the
bore. 20

And wi.th tha'\ approach the French have, since

the eighteenth century, leaned .toward a thinner, leas
vibrant quality of tone • ....
In contrast, the German achool. has leaned toward a
more robust,
wider reed,.

str1den~·tone,

Many

which resulted from a short,

ot the Garman models of reeds have

closely re11embled that of our English Horn, and, sometimes,

o~•odern

bassoon reeds.

The instrument more

quickly added keys and mechanical improvements, while
the French contented themselves with making less complex
but more delicate instruments.
20The nerve center of the oboe lies in its reed, and in
its bore is its soul • . A narrower and finer reed favored the French ideal; meticulous care in~ : &djusting the
diameter and expansion of the bore, together with
minute measurements in determining the situation and
size of the note-holes gave the French oboe its character rather than the growth of mechanical devices on
the exterior of the tube. These measurements are only
to be expres~ed in millimeters and fractions of millimeters, and will reveal their secrets only under micrometrical tre·a tment. Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, P• 138.
-
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It is interesting to note the praise Richard
Strauss had for the French instrument ·or the late nineteenth

.cen~ury.

In his supplement to Berlioz• work on

instrumentation he praises it for its "finer workmanship,

it~

more equable voice in the various registers,
and its greater flexibility and power of express1on," 2 1 ·
Wh1~e

he criticizes the thick, trumpet-like VOiCe Of

the German oboe, and the incompatibility of its tone
with that of the flutes and clarinets.

As 1 t had come

from so eminent a German musician, the makers carefully
considered .the statement and many altered the instruments
The instrument has never completely lost

soon after.

its natioJYllity, and, as Ge1r1nger has said, "on the
whole, .Central Europe has remained true to its own ideal
of the obo~."22
' "• '

1

....,:

.
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Exam:p~e

1.

A. Dvorak, New vlorld Symphony
e minor, No. v., from
second movement . .
.

B. Schumann, Symphony No. III
Op4s 94
fir.~t movememt, at mea~ure 359

c.

Schumann, Symphony No. III
Scherzo movement, at measure 40

D. Schumann, Symphony No • . III
Third movement, at measure 11.
E. Schumann, Symphony No. III ·
Third movement, at measure 46.

F. Schumann, Symphony No. III
Fourth movement
G • .Schumann, Symphony No. IV

First movement

H. Mendelssohn, Midsummer NiGht's Dream, Opus 61
starting at measure 110
I. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Capriccio Espagnol
Vivi tempo
J. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Capriccio Espagnol

Allegretto tempo

K. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Capriccio Espagnol
Allegretto tempo

L. Rimsky-Korsakoff, C.a priccio Espa.gnol
Allegretto tempo

M. Rimsky-Korsakoff, Capriccio Espagnol
Vivo tempo
N. Liszt, Lea Preludes
Moderato tempo

o.

Liszt, Lea Preludes
Allegretto
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'

..

P • . Tsc~ikowskj-, Symphony No. IV
Mo~erato

quasi Andante

Q. Tsc~~~kowsky;

Allegro ·

·

Symphony No. IV
.

·....

· ·'

R. Dvorak, New World Symphony
e minor, No. V
~rgo, second movement.

··'

~~od;::~f7i¥f;jtt,~
~Jt- .q.c-' 9~-p 7 ~ z~ 011Jfl; z11

/
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CHAPTER THREE·
...

-

At the present time, numerous small chBllges are
being m.ad_e . in the oboe, in an effort by instrument
riv~l

makers t _o

and surpass ,t he Loree oboe, which we

have known since 188o.

That is

satisfactory _o boe in existence.

reco~nized

as the most

Each manufacturer is

attempting to create a market for his instrument by
some new device.

Manufacturers are still experimenting

with the single and automatic octave keys, although the
majority of players are perfectly satisfied with the
automatic.

At any rate the Loree instrument is capa-

ble or executing
the current demands made upon the
.
·, - oboist.

.Seemingly it is a nearly perfect, controlled

situation that, when in perfect adjustment, is completely adeqwate.
The key at the back of the oboe that lies just below the octave key has been experimented with and has
just as rapidly fallen into disuse as many of the earlier developments that were discarded as not being satisfactorr•..

One can not help but wonder about the attempts

Which have been made from time to time and have failed
and of which we have no record.

There is possibly as

much unwrltten history of the oboe as there is recorded
data.
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One

o~

the more recent developments

individual

o~

•anufaot.urera baa been developed at the Conn factory
1n Elkhart, -I ndiana.

The inherent value

o~

the mech-

anism cannot help but make it a lasting part of the development of the oboe.
to the

~irst

An adjustment arm is attached

key on the aeoond joint of the instrument.

It extenda out and 1s controlled by a screw Which may be
adJusted and therefore is able to control the height of
the opening .of. the G:lf key; · which: has always. been a

source of discomfort:.

Unt·i l now, even on Loree oboes

there baa been the necessity of building up the key so
that the G :tt key may be kept down while the F# key is
played.

A development of comparatively late years is

the building up of a . device to govern the amount of the
opening of the E b key near the lower section of second
Joint of the instrument. ··

This chiefly controls the time

that is requirecl to return the pad to the closed hole position by not permitting it to rise very far in the air.
This is important in speeding -up the mechanism in the
lover range of the instrument.
There baa been quite a bit of experimenting with the
typea of pada . that are most satisfactory.

Generally, we

find a akin•covered cushion pad that is more acceptable
because of ita greater ability to co•pletely close the
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bole than the cork pad which bas come to pe used quite
extensively a1nce the shortages of the past war period.
The beat instruments have adapted the pad system as used
on Haynes flutes.

There the pad is anchored to the key

by a screw. deTice through the pa.d which assures the re-

tention of- the -pad in plaoe. .

~

mishaps have been

prevented b7 this worthwhile addition because changing
air conditions have dried out many a pad at critical
moments.

Because cork tends to warp and therefore does

not fall evenly on the hole, it lets air escape, and the
note is not true.
Some oboes have an extra F key, located over the
cluster of
joint

an~

~ys

that are at the bottom of the upper

are workeq by the little finger of the left

hand.

Although

~-· instrument

may be capable- of beautiful

tone, in _the last_analysis the tone that comes from the
oboe 1a only · as good as the reed which the player is
using.
pl~er

A good instrument -is virtually useless when the
is using a bad, or worn out reed.

ism of the oboe which is .so

hig~y

The mechan-

developed is unable to

respond if there is any obstruction or cause for the vibrations of the reed to be unimpaired.

And so, reeds

are the biggest problem that has plagued the oboist through
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the ages.

The decision has come to be, that the player

must make hi• own reeda.

Because it would not be safe

for the oboist to have to rely upon some other source
for such an illportant part of the job of playing the
oboe; the player must be a good reed maker.
At

bes~,

reed

maki~

is a long and tedious Job.

It involves using cane, which' in itself is unpredictable
and varies greatly- in texture and grain.
chiefly cane, are not easy to obtain.

The materials,
We had come to

rely upon the French markets as the most dependable
sources, and then World War II shut off the supply.

We

have experimented with Spanish, Mexican, and California
cane, but all are laeking in the basic perfection that
was frequently present in the fine, even-grained cane
from the southern · part of France. .
With the war the Loree factory in France, that for
decades had manufactured the· greatest oboes in the world,
was destroyed and the tradition that had gone with it.
Recently we have had reports .. that· the man who had operated the factory during the last ten years is still alive
and plans to again build the instruments we are crying
for- constantly. .

Considering that the wood . must usually

be saturated in _oil for a period of a year before construction can begin,it will be quite a while before the
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supply starts finding its way into our ·New York markets.
been

Needless to say. many
brough~

~ther

difficulties have

about by .the war that will slow up the re-

sumption of r·manuf'acture. '
There · ue a . large nWBber of new instrument makers
in the United States. some of which are located in Elk-

hart, Loa Angeles, and · Chicago. · The output· up to the
present time has been Tery small and with so limited a
supply we ·are ' unable to predict any influence the newer
makers will· have upon our contemporary situation.
As has .already been said, the sources of cane vary
considerably, and in like manner do the techniques employed in making these delicate mechanisms.

Basically,

reeds consist of two pieces ·. of . cane (actually one folded
over at the top), bound on a staple with silk or something equally strong and shaved at the tip: so that the
tips of the .blades of cane oan vibrate .freely when air
passes through the aperture.
The t.rpe of scraping determines .t he school of reedmaking that . is being followed.

There are two methods;

the French, in which the tip is scraped for about one•
fourth ot an .inch from the end, producing a reed that
sounds a relat1Tely weak and thin tone, and the American
favoring more ·resonance..

The reason for the lack of
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resonance

in · t~e

French is that so little of the reed

vibrates.· See Illustration 1.
The American school of thought prefers to have
the scraping more closely correspond with the variability of the cane.

Sometimes the entire surface of

the cane may be soraped to compensate for the thickness of the cane.

This produces a much more resonant

tone and permits more toward the stem to vibrate.
See Illustration 2.
This

Amer~can

type is coming more widely into use

because of the demands made upon the oboe, sometimes to
blend with clarinets and flutes and at other times to
produce a great variety of types ·of tone characteristic
of the oboe itself.

With this type of reed we are more

successful in meeting the demands for darkness and comparative richness of tone.
Representative examples from the literature for the
instrument in our century would include quotations from
Paul H1ndemith's "Sonata for Oboe and Piano" (1938);
Walter Piston's''suite for Oboe and Piano"; Benjamin
Britten's "Phantasy" - quartet for oboe, violin, viola
and violOncello; Shostakov1tch 1 a "Fifth Symphony"; Hindemith's "Mathias der Maler"; Strauss' "Ein Heldenleben";
Prokofieff's "Classical Symphony"; and John Barbirolli's
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"Concerto" baaed on Pergolesian thames •

...

.......................................

\~
· -.
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Exampl~

1.

A.

H1ndemith, Senate (1938)
first movement.

B.

Hindemith, Bonate
first movement at

Da

c.

Hindemith, Sonate
first movement at

(1~~8}
[l~

D.

Hindemith, Bonate (1938)
second movement.

E.

Hindemi th, Sonat.e (1938)
se~ond movement.

F.

Hindem1th, Sonata (1938)
second movement before D.s]

G.

Piston, Suite
tpird movement - Minuet.

H.

Piston, Suite
fifth movement - Gigue.

I.

Weinberger - Polka
and Fugue
from "Shvanda • 11 .

J.

Brit~8n,
O~oe,. Viol~n,

at~

{1~38)

Phantasy, Quar~et for
Viola and Violoncello

K.

Britten, Phantasy, Quartet for
Oboe, Violin, Viola and Violoncello
at tij)
· ·
-

L.

Britten, Phantasy, Quartet for Oboe,
Violin, Viola and Violoncello before
~~

M.

.

.

Britten, Phantasy, Quartet for Oboe,
Violin, Viola and Violoncello after

(27]

N.

Britten, Phantasy, Quartet for Oboe,
Violin, Viola and Violoncello.
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o•. Britten, Phantasy, Quartet for

Oboe, Violin, Viola and Violincello
after Dll

P.

Britten, Phantasy, ~uartet for Oboe
Violin, Viola and Violoncello at [33}

Q.

Shostakovitch, Symphon~ No. 5.
Allegro non troppo at L2m

R.

Shostakovitoh, Symphon! No • . 5.
Alleg.r o non · troppo .at ~~

s.

Shostakovitoh, Symphony No. 5.
Allegretto (second movement) at §.§\

T.

Shostakovitch,
Allegretto at

u.
v.

Shostakovitch, Symphony No • . 5. Allegretto.

S~mphony

l!i3.J

No • . 5.

Shostakovltoh, Symphony No. 5.
Third movement at ~

w.

Strauss, Richard.
~Ql
.

Ein Heldenleben at

X.

Strauss, Richard.

Ein Heldenleben.

Y.

Hindemith, l•iathis der }!aler.
Second movement.

z.

Prokofieff, Classical Symphony.
Molto vivace.

AA.- Prokofieff, Classical Symphony.
Molto vivace.
BB.

Barbiroll1, Concerto on themes of Pergolesi.
First.movement. Largo.

CC.

Barbirolli, Concerto on theme·s of Pergolesi.
Second movement. Allegro.

~
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ILLUSTRATION I

---dept.h

shaving.

6f

lj
.,
~

':

.

·'' '·. . . . .. .
~

. ·:..

.

..

. ThtL:P'-r ench Style ·~eed is

;

shaved only at the tip and

.

, , .•

~

<

dQes not permit much of the

.J

cane surface to vibrate.

..··.

~·

..
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ILLUSTRATION !I
, '

I

•,

<•

·~-·--depth:

of shaving.

--~-pieces

of

_;..---binding.

c~ne.

The

~erioan

Style Reed

is (1) scraped most at
•.

---staple.

the tip, (2) . also scrapped
in a graduated scale back
to 'liard. the binding and
(3) always retains a hump up

the center of the reed.

'.!
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